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Choosing the right Hartco product.

All Hartco flooring comes with one of three factory finishes.  Selecting the optimum finish for a 
specific installation is a function of the amount of use the floor will get, the look desired, the 
amount of maintenance anticipated, and the price.

Hartwood™ is Hartco's proprietary name for our acrylic impregnated product.  The exclusive 
Hartwood Thru-Grain process forces acrylic and stain through the wood, resulting in a surface 
that is truly harder than hardwood, with color that permeates through the wear layer and does not 
need restaining.  Hartwood is so durable it is covered by a 25-year Wear Warranty.  Hartwood is 
recommended for high-traffic commercial and residential installations.

HartGuard® is Hartco's exclusive name for our premium urethane finish.  It imparts a glossy 
sheen, protects from water spotting and spills, and is guaranteed against wear-through for five full
years.  It is recommended for residential use; its no-wax finish is easily maintained under normal 
family living conditions.

Hartco Urethane is our standard urethane finish.  Its gleaming, high-gloss surface results from a 
factory finishing process that includes sanding, staining, sealing and an application of tough 
urethane, followed by a final coat of wax.  It is recommended for residential use and is 
guaranteed against wear-through for three full years.

Hartco floor care and maintenance products.

Hartco provides a complete line of exclusive care and maintenance products created specifically 
for the cleaning and protection of our various wood floors in commercial and residential 
installations.  Detailed instructions for proper use appear on each product label.

Hartco provides adhesives created specifically for installation of each Hartco flooring.  Hartco 
also recommends nail-down and staple-down systems for some of its products.

Only adhesives, trowels, nail-down systems, and staple-down systems recommended by Hartco 
should be used when installing Hartco floors.


